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GALAXIES, THE REDSHIFT, AND GRAVITY 

ABSTRACT 

When apparent velocities of galaxies in clusters, measured by the red - 

shift, are correlated against magnitude and morphology, strong non -dynamical 

correlations emerge. The details of the correlations are used to develop a 

logical theory for the existance of multiple substates of matter, presumably 

involving the substructure of fundamental particles. Transitions between 

substates in a time systematic sense are presumed to occur under the ultimate 

conditions existant in the cores of black holes in galaxy nuclei. Subsequent 

separation of states and the interrelations between galaxies require that 

different substates of matter be non -interactive gravitationally. 

In the ordinary view of multiple galaxies, or groups and clusters of 

galaxies, observed velocities are assumed to represent response to a general 

gravitational potential of the system. By observation of the velocities and 

the scale (assuming a distance) we invert the problem and derive the potential 

and, hence, the average mass per galaxy. Comparing the masses with typical 

values derived from internal dynamics - rotation or stellar velocity dispersion - 

we find a major discrepancy. The mass of the visible galaxies in clusters 

and groups is in general not sufficient to account for the observed velocity 

dispersion. Two classical explanations have been offered, some form of 

unseen mass sufficient to stabilize the clusters, and general instability of 

large scale structures. These explanations have been actively studied, but 

neither explanation has achieved successful proof. Two alternative concepts 

will be considered here --that the redshift, normally interpreted as veloci- 

ties, are not due to motion and that normal gravitational interactions do 

not occur between galaxies of different redshift. We shall first develop 

some background on the redshift --velocity question - and then show its 
relationship to gravitation. 

In the framework of normal dynamics, velocities of galaxies in a cluster 

must follow a continuous distribution which in detail will depend upon the 

nature of the orbits, the masses of the individual galaxies, and the overall 

mass distribution and degree of relaxation present. Except for a weak coup- 

ling of velocity dispersion with total galaxy mass, no correlation is expected 

between galaxy luminosity and velocity. (Mass is equated with luminosity by 

assuming some form of mass to light ratio.) Likewise, galaxy morphology is 

not correlated with velocity. Average velocity and velocity dispersion could 



be weakly related to spatial coordinates through cluster rotation and orbital 

properties as a function of radius, but again specific velocities are not 

intimately related to any of the variables. A very simple and basic test of 

the interpretation of the redshift and the applicability of gravitational 

dynamics to galaxy clusters therefore exists. Since 1970 sufficient data 

has been collected to search for non -dynamical fine structure in correlations 

between the "unrelated" variables redshift (velocity), luminosity (magnitude), 

and morphology. The results, which have appeared in a series of papers by 

Tifft (1972a, b, 1973a, b, 1974a, b), show a dramatic deviation from classical 

predictions. 

The objective of this essay is not to belabor the proof of fine structure 

in redshift- magnitude -morphology diagrams, since this subject is developing 

well in the open literature. The subject is certainly controversial, although 

the statistical evidence is impressive. I attach here a single figure 

(Figure 1) to illustrate the basic correlations, and refer to reference 1974a 

for a current summary. This reference includes the successful extension of 

tests to several independent samples of galaxies. For the balance of this 

essay the correlations will be assumed and their implications discussed. 

Figure 1 shows that the redshifts and nuclear magnitude of galaxies in 

the center of the Coma cluster correlate to form a sloping banded pattern. 

Along each band, or in general with increasing redshift, there is a progres- 

sion of morphology, with higher angular momentum at higher redshift. More 

recently it has also been shown (,1974a, b) that the radio galaxies in the 

Coma cluster lie almost exclusively in the high redshift portion of the red - 

shift range. The interpretation originally offered for these correlations 

is that the redshift is not, in the main, a Doppler velocity shift at all but 

is a manifestation of different scaled states of matter and that matter, and 

therefore galaxies, evolve systematically in redshift as a function of cosmic 

time. The general global trend of redshift to increase with fainter magni- 

tude - Hubble's Law - can be satisfied by such an evolutionary concept 

combined with increasing lookback time in a static universe of singular 

origin in time. The general redshift- magnitude diagram can be thought of as 

a form of energy -level diagram through which galaxies evolve as a function 

of time. A given cluster, at some specific distance, hence lookback time, 

represents a particular era of cosmic time. As we vary the distance, we 

vary the cosmic time, hence the portion of the diagram populated. 

In the most recent work (1974b) the nature of an evolutionary track 

through the diagram has been considered. Since this reference is in. press, 

I shall expand briefly upon the concepts here. Properties of matter could 
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Figure 1 

The original Coma cluster core redshift- nuclear magnitude diagram (Tifft 

1972a, 1974a) showing banding and morphological separation in redshift. 

Symbols denote morphology: filled circles = E, open circles = SO, X = SBO, 

and S = spiral. Virtually all higher redshift galaxies are non -elliptical. 
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be continuously variable in time or the states of matter could be time invar- 

iant with transitions between discrete states as a function of time. In the 

first case, each band could represent one type of matter. The band could be 

the locus of objects of different mass and /or angular momentum as in a color - 

magnitude diagram of a star cluster. Such a band would likely be continuous 

and show no substructure. In the second case, each band would most likely 

divide into substates. Some evidence for subdivision according to angular 

momentum has been published (1973a, 1974a, b), and new precision redshift 

observations now show that the bands do appear to possess discrete structure. 

Figure 2 is a diagram of the brightest Coma band and additional radio and 

emission galaxies which fall on or above it. A preliminary form of this will 

appear in 1974b. The band is subdivided into discrete states of constant 

redshift. The bright radio galaxies which systematically lie in the upper 

redshift range of the cluster fall directly above the band and in line with 

the substates. (A study of newly identified faint radio sources. shows that 

these galaxies also fall in the upper redshift range of the cluster, quite 

possibly in association with the fainter bands.) 

The concept which we now invoke, first stated in 1974b, is that the 

matter in galaxies undergoes transitions between discrete matter states as 

a function of time. Galaxies are systematically removed from the upper 

redshift ranges, releasing energy which is manifest by higher luminosity 

and radio emission, and reappear in the lower redshift quiescent form. This 

evolution is thermodynamic, in that lower redshift corresponds to matter more 

tightly bound, hence internal negative energy increases to release positive 

external energy as with nuclear fusion. Galaxies therefore systematically 

migrate toward lower redshift with time. 

For a mechanism we turn to gravitation. In the nucleus of a galaxy we 

postulate that gravitational collapse or initial conditions have generated 

some form of black hole within which a very great amount of mass resides. 

As the collapse proceeds, matter is subjected to temperatures and pressures 

far beyond anything ordinarily conceived, and I shall not pretend to say 

what actually happens. We know only that the substructure of fundamental 

particles is unknown (see for example, Physics Today, March 1974) and has 

barely been superficially probed. It does not seem unreasonable to guess 

that analogous to nuclear fusion in atoms, subnuclear fusion could transfer 

matter between states to provide an energy source and conceivably even main- 

tain equilibrium states of the nuclear "object ". 

I now introduce three dilemmas. 1) Granting that transitions occur in 
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Figure 2 

Detailed redshift diagram for the brightest Coma cluster band, using 

the best redshift data available, to show breakup into fine structure red - 

shift states. Magnitudes are total photographic values. Filled circles = 

non -radio galaxies showing absorption line spectra, open circles = non -radio 

emission line galaxies, X = radio galaxies, circled X = radio galaxy showing 

emission lines. Typical redshift uncertainties are ±140 km /sec. When magni- 

tude or redshift is less accurate a vertical or horizontal bar is attached 

to the symbol. A dashed line connects the components of one double galaxy. 
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the nuclear object, how can newly transmuted matter emerge from the object? 

2) Granting that new matter can emerge why do galaxies not show mixed states 

in the outer parts where matter cannot be transmuted by gravitational mech- 

anisms? And 3) the fact that the discrete redshift states are observable 

but are spaced by only about 200 km /sec places stringent limits on any true 

Doppler component of the redshift which would measure the interaction between 

the individual galactic masses. Whereas, originally too great a velocity 

dispersion was present, now we have a vanishingly small interaction, at 

present masked by observational uncertainty, but probably not greater than 

20 km /sec. 

To resolve these dilemmas I propose a final step --that different states 

of matter are non -interactive gravitationally. As a nuclear object changes 

state, or rather changes the 'state of its constituent matter (possibly quite 

rapidly and violently at some stages), the older outer structure of a galaxy 

becomes unbound and simply dissapates. Real examples may exist in the violent- 

ly active Seyfert galaxies, for example, NGC 1275 which shows a fan of out- 

lying material at a uniform 3000 km /sec greater redshift than the nucleus 

(hardly expected from violent outflow). Stars of the "new" galaxy, formed 

from uniformly processed material in dense conditions in a shell of the nuclear 

object move out to form a new galaxy. In an aggregate of galaxies, very few 

exist in any given state at a given time, hence interaction is minimal, and 

negligable motion is induced between galaxies. Double galaxies might well be 

the product of a nuclear object fissioning by transmutation into two states 

which are individually bound, but not bound to each other. Likewise, small 

groups like Stephan's Quintet could represent recent multiple fission. It is 

ironic, perhaps, that under such non -interactive conditions, discrepant red - 

shift galaxies, even if physically associated, will not show strong interactive 

bridges! Strong flow structures, shells, rings, bridges, etc. will, however, 

exist under outflow and impulsive gravitational effects, and may be very 

complex. Multiple redshifts - with low internal velocity dispersion -can 

exist within the same objects, examples being the QSS and Seyfert galaxies. 

Have I violated known physics? I think not, rather I have suggested 

additions at the level of unknown substructure of matter where nucleons are 

assembled and gravitation presumably originates. Most or all observations 

are consistant with the new concept, although many theories are not. It may 

be added that many of the theories are not consistant with the newer observ- 

ations. Perhaps the first law of Newton should be slightly expanded to read 

as follows: :- Every particle of matter attracts every other particle of matter, 
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if and only if they are in the same state. 
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